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LAT-APC1 APC1 $43.75 $35.00 1 Gallon LAT 26° All Purpose Clean - 1 Gallon
Lat 26° All-Purpose Clean is great for those tough cleaning jobs where 

soap and water just will not get the job done. This ready-to- use formula 
is ideal for removing stains on a variety of surfaces such as paint, 

gelcoat, vinyl, rubber, hypalon, plastics, fabrics, woods etc.

855142005518 9.15 Lbs

LAT-APC32 APC32 $15.95 $12.76 32 Ounces LAT 26° All Purpose Clean - 32 Oz
Lat 26° All-Purpose Clean is great for those tough cleaning jobs where 

soap and water just will not get the job done. This ready-to- use formula 
is ideal for removing stains on a variety of surfaces such as paint, 

gelcoat, vinyl, rubber, hypalon, plastics, fabrics, woods etc.
855142005525 2.30 Lbs

LAT-BS1 BS1 $54.95 $43.96 1 Gallon LAT 26° Boat Soap - 1 Gallon

Lat 26° Boat Soap creates volumes of suds, yet rinses away in seconds 
without leaving any film. This amazing boat soap is so gentle it won't 
remove even the most delicate waxes. Lat 26° Boat Soap is hyper-

concentrated! One Gallon is enough for buckets and buckets of wash 
solution with suds that won't quit until the wash is complete.

855142005556 9.35 Lbs

LAT-BS16 BS16 $12.95 $10.36 16 Ounces LAT 26° Boat Soap - 16 Oz

Lat 26° Boat Soap creates volumes of suds, yet rinses away in seconds 
without leaving any film. This amazing boat soap is so gentle it won't 
remove even the most delicate waxes. Lat 26° Boat Soap is hyper-

concentrated! One Gallon is enough for buckets and buckets of wash 
solution with suds that won't quit until the wash is complete.

855142005563 1.10 Lbs

LAT-BSR1 BSR1 $46.95 $37.56 1 Gallon LAT 26° Black Stain Remover - 1 Gallon
Extremely effective soot remover. Use it to remove deeply embedded 
exhaust stains and black streaks. Designed for marine paint, gelcoat, 

vinyl, plastic and canvas surfaces.
855142005532 8.90 Lbs

LAT-BSR32 BSR32 $16.95 $13.56 32 Ounces LAT 26° Black Stain Remover - 32 Oz
Extremely effective soot remover. Use it to remove deeply embedded 
exhaust stains and black streaks. Designed for marine paint, gelcoat, 

vinyl, plastic and canvas surfaces.
855142005549 2.30 Lbs

LAT-C1 C1 $158.95 $127.16 1 Gallon LAT 26° Compound - 1 Gallon

Lat 26˚ Compound removes heavily oxidized and damaged surfaces on 
paint and gelcoat. It can also be used to remove 1500 grit sandpaper 

scratches. Uniform compounding beads break down while polishing to 
reduce swirl marks and micro scratches. Follow with Lat 26˚ Medium 

Compound and Lat 26˚ Fine Polish to restore surface to like new 
condition.

855142005617 11.80 Lbs

LAT-C16 C16 $29.50 $23.60 16 Ounces LAT 26° Compound - 16 Oz

Lat 26˚ Compound removes heavily oxidized and damaged surfaces on 
paint and gelcoat. It can also be used to remove 1500 grit sandpaper 

scratches. Uniform compounding beads break down while polishing to 
reduce swirl marks and micro scratches. Follow with Lat 26˚ Medium 

Compound and Lat 26˚ Fine Polish to restore surface to like new 
condition.

855142005624 1.50 Lbs

LAT-C32 C32 $54.95 $43.96 32 Ounces LAT 26° Compound - 32 Oz

Lat 26˚ Compound removes heavily oxidized and damaged surfaces on 
paint and gelcoat. It can also be used to remove 1500 grit sandpaper 

scratches. Uniform compounding beads break down while polishing to 
reduce swirl marks and micro scratches. Follow with Lat 26˚ Medium 

Compound and Lat 26˚ Fine Polish to restore surface to like new 
condition.

855374007045 Coming Soon

LAT-CG1 CG1 $128.95 $103.16 1 Gallon LAT 26° Carbon Guard - 1 Gallon

This product is a powerful polymer-based synthetic wax designed to 
seal and protect finishes from black streaks, engine exhaust, industrial 

fallout, acid rain and UV rays. It seals and protects paint, gel coat, 
hypalon, rubber as well as hard plastic surfaces. May be used 
independently or on top of Lat 26˚ UV Protect for the ultimate 

protection.

855142005570 8.25 Lbs
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LAT-CG16 CG16 $26.95 $21.56 16 Ounces LAT 26° Carbon Guard - 16 Oz

This product is a powerful polymer-based synthetic wax designed to 
seal and protect finishes from black streaks, engine exhaust, industrial 

fallout, acid rain and UV rays. It seals and protects paint, gel coat, 
hypalon, rubber as well as hard plastic surfaces. May be used 
independently or on top of Lat 26˚ UV Protect for the ultimate 

protection.

855142005587 1.10 Lbs

LAT-DW1 DW1 $44.95 $35.96 1 Gallon LAT 26° Detail Wax - 1 Gallon

Lat 26˚ Detail Wax is a water- based cleaner and wax spray that is 
environmentally friendly. Because it is water repellent it helps protect 
against both pollution and dirt adhesion. Lat 26˚ Detail Wax works on 

most surfaces, and is an excellent cleaner/protection booster spray for 
surfaces that have been coated by Lat 26˚ UV Protect, Lat 26˚ 

Carbon Guard and Lat 26˚ Clean Wax.

855142005631 8.50 Lbs

LAT-DW32 DW32 $19.95 $15.96 32 Ounces LAT 26° Detail Wax - 32 Oz

Lat 26˚ Detail Wax is a water- based cleaner and wax spray that is 
environmentally friendly. Because it is water repellent it helps protect 
against both pollution and dirt adhesion. Lat 26˚ Detail Wax works on 

most surfaces, and is an excellent cleaner/protection booster spray for 
surfaces that have been coated by Lat 26˚ UV Protect, Lat 26˚ 

Carbon Guard and Lat 26˚ Clean Wax.

855142005648 2.25 Lbs

LAT-FP1 FP1 $119.95 $95.96 1 Gallon LAT 26° Fine Polish - 1 Gallon
Lat 26˚ Fine Polish is a finishing polish designed to remove light 

oxidation, fine scratches and medium compound swirl marks from both 
paint and gelcoat.

855142005655 8.15 Lbs

LAT-FP16 FP16 $19.95 $15.96 16 Ounces LAT 26° Fine Polish - 16 Oz
Lat 26˚ Fine Polish is a finishing polish designed to remove light 

oxidation, fine scratches and medium compound swirl marks from both 
paint and gelcoat.

855142005662 1.15 Lbs

LAT-FP32 FP32 $49.95 $39.96 32 Ounces LAT 26° Fine Polish - 32 Oz
Lat 26˚ Fine Polish is a finishing polish designed to remove light 

oxidation, fine scratches and medium compound swirl marks from both 
paint and gelcoat.

855374007069 Coming Soon

LAT-GP1 GP1 $124.95 $99.96 1 Gallon LAT 26° Glass Polish - 1 Gallon
Lat 26˚ Glass Polish is a completely water based solution and can be 

used to remove hard water spots, light scratches, and stains providing a 
clean and prepped surface for any glass protection.

855142005679 9.00 Lbs

LAT-GP32 GP32 $38.95 $31.16 32 Ounces LAT 26° Glass Polish - 32 Oz
Lat 26˚ Glass Polish is a completely water based solution and can be 

used to remove hard water spots, light scratches, and stains providing a 
clean and prepped surface for any glass protection.

855142005686 2.25 Lbs

LAT-MC1 MC1 $138.95 $111.16 1 Gallon LAT 26° Medium Compound - 1 Gallon

This compound was designed to remove medium oxidation, heavy 
compound scratches from both painted and gel coat surfaces. Follow 

with Lat 26˚ Fine Polish to restore gloss and remove fine scratches. 
Used by professionals and boat owners looking to restore damaged gel 

coat/paint.

855142005761 10.85 Lbs

LAT-MC16 MC16 $23.50 $18.80 16 Ounces LAT 26° Medium Compound - 16 Oz

This compound was designed to remove medium oxidation, heavy 
compound scratches from both painted and gel coat surfaces. Follow 

with Lat 26˚ Fine Polish to restore gloss and remove fine scratches. 
Used by professionals and boat owners looking to restore damaged gel 

coat/paint.

855142005778 1.35 Lbs
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LAT-MC32 MC32 $59.95 $47.96 32 Ounces LAT 26° Medium Compound - 32 Oz

This compound was designed to remove medium oxidation, heavy 
compound scratches from both painted and gel coat surfaces. Follow 

with Lat 26˚ Fine Polish to restore gloss and remove fine scratches. 
Used by professionals and boat owners looking to restore damaged gel 

coat/paint.

855374007052 Coming Soon

LAT-MR1 MR1 $39.95 $31.96 1 Gallon LAT 26° Mildew Remove - 1 Gallon
Lat 26˚ Mildew Remove is a professional strength formula that removes 

mildew on contact. Even really tough stains are no match for Lat 26° 
Mildew Remove. Amazing results can be seen after 30 seconds of 

product penetration.
855142005693 8.90 Lbs

LAT-MR24 MR24 $14.95 $11.96 24 Ounces LAT 26° Mildew Remove - 24 Oz
Lat 26˚ Mildew Remove is a professional strength formula that removes 

mildew on contact. Even really tough stains are no match for Lat 26° 
Mildew Remove. Amazing results can be seen after 30 seconds of 

product penetration.
855374007038 1.85 Lbs

LAT-RR5 RR5 $224.75 $179.80 5 Gallons LAT 26° Rust Remove - 5 Gallons

Lat 26˚ Rust Remove quickly and easily removes stains on fiberglass 
and paint. It is a concentrated spray gel solution manufactured from 

ingredients chosen for their biodegradability and their compatibility with 
the environment. Specially formulated to remove the stains around 

stainless steel fittings, waterlines, and exhaust areas.

855142005730 5.5 Lbs

LAT-RR1 RR1 $44.95 $35.96 1 Gallon LAT 26° Rust Remove - 1 Gallon

Lat 26˚ Rust Remove quickly and easily removes stains on fiberglass 
and paint. It is a concentrated spray gel solution manufactured from 

ingredients chosen for their biodegradability and their compatibility with 
the environment. Specially formulated to remove the stains around 

stainless steel fittings, waterlines, and exhaust areas.

855142005716 9.05 Lbs

LAT-RR32 RR32 $19.95 $15.96 32 Ounces LAT 26° Rust Remove - 32 Oz

Lat 26˚ Rust Remove quickly and easily removes stains on fiberglass 
and paint. It is a concentrated spray gel solution manufactured from 

ingredients chosen for their biodegradability and their compatibility with 
the environment. Specially formulated to remove the stains around 

stainless steel fittings, waterlines, and exhaust areas.

855142005723 2.35 Lbs

LAT-TB1 TB1 $45.95 $36.76 1 Gallon LAT 26° Teak Bright - 1 Gallon
Lat 26° Teak Bright is very effective at brightening teak decks, teak 

furniture, wooden decks and other wooden surfaces whenever needed. 
It also effectively removes rust stains in the wood. It is easy to use and 

safe on most surrounding surfaces.
855142005464 8.50 Lbs

LAT-TB2 TB2 $85.95 $68.76 2.5 Gallon LAT 26° Teak Bright - 2.5 Gallons
Lat 26° Teak Bright is very effective at brightening teak decks, teak 

furniture, wooden decks and other wooden surfaces whenever needed. 
It also effectively removes rust stains in the wood. It is easy to use and 

safe on most surrounding surfaces.
855142005488 21.25 Lbs

LAT-TB32 TB32 $14.95 $11.96 32 Ounces LAT 26° Teak Bright - 32 Oz
Lat 26° Teak Bright is very effective at brightening teak decks, teak 

furniture, wooden decks and other wooden surfaces whenever needed. 
It also effectively removes rust stains in the wood. It is easy to use and 

safe on most surrounding surfaces.
855142005471 2.10 Lbs

LAT-TC2 TC2 $29.95 $23.96 2 Pounds LAT 26° Teak Clean - 2 Pound

Lat 26˚ Teak Clean is an incredibly effective, deep cleaning teak cleaner. 
Use for cleaning teak decks, teak furniture, wooden decks and other 

wooden surfaces whenever needed. It effectively removes dirt, oil grime 
and most stains without damaging the wood grain. It is easy to use and 

will not damage surrounding surfaces.

855142005495 2.00 Lbs
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LAT-TC8 TC8 $74.95 $59.96 8 Pounds LAT 26° Teak Clean - 8 Pound

Lat 26˚ Teak Clean is an incredibly effective, deep cleaning teak cleaner. 
Use for cleaning teak decks, teak furniture, wooden decks and other 

wooden surfaces whenever needed. It effectively removes dirt, oil grime 
and most stains without damaging the wood grain. It is easy to use and 

will not damage surrounding surfaces.

855142005457 8.10 Lbs

LAT-UVP1 UVP1 $265.95 $212.76 1 Gallon LAT 26° UV Protect - 1 Gallon

Lat 26˚ UV Protect is the longest lasting protection you can apply to 
your yacht or boat on a variety of surfaces including but not limited to 
paint, gel coat, stainless steel, vinyl, leather, rubber, hypalon, Isinglass, 

and acrylic surfaces. This product takes minutes to apply to a clean and 
dry surface. Simply wipe on and wipe off.

855142005747 3.15 Lbs

LAT-UVP16 UVP16 $45.95 $36.76 16 Ounces LAT 26° UV Protect - 16 Oz

Lat 26˚ UV Protect is the longest lasting protection you can apply to 
your yacht or boat on a variety of surfaces including but not limited to 
paint, gel coat, stainless steel, vinyl, leather, rubber, hypalon, Isinglass, 

and acrylic surfaces. This product takes minutes to apply to a clean and 
dry surface. Simply wipe on and wipe off.

855142005754 0.95 Lbs

LAT-CW1 CW1 $124.99 $99.99 1 Gallon LAT 26° Clean Wax - 1 Gallon

Lat 26˚ Clean Wax is a one step product that cleans, polishes, and 
protects paint, gelcoat, and plastic. Our Clean Wax is a simple to use 
"all-in-one" product that shines & protects while removing corrosion, 

water spots, exhaust residue, light scratches, and swirl marks. Add Lat 
26° Carbon Guard to area after applying Lat 26° Clean Wax for 

additional protection

855142005594 11.50 Lbs

LAT-CW16 CW16 $19.95 $15.96 16 Ounces LAT 26° Clean Wax - 16 Oz

Lat 26˚ Clean Wax is a one step product that cleans, polishes, and 
protects paint, gelcoat, and plastic. Our Clean Wax is a simple to use 
"all-in-one" product that shines & protects while removing corrosion, 

water spots, exhaust residue, light scratches, and swirl marks. Add Lat 
26° Carbon Guard to area after applying Lat 26° Clean Wax for 

additional protection

855142005600 1.10 Lbs

LAT-TS1 TS1 $164.95 $131.96 1 Gallon LAT 26° Teak Seal - 1 Gallon

Lat 26° Teak Seal provides months of UV protection and resistance to 
the greying of teak (oxidation). Helps repel salt water, dirt, mildew & 

other environmental elements from teak and other wood surfaces. Can 
be applied on top of already oiled or existing teak treatments to further 

preserve the wood.

855374007113 9 Lbs

LAT-TS32 TS32 $46.95 $37.56 32 Ounces LAT 26° Teak Seal - 32 Oz

Lat 26° Teak Seal provides months of UV protection and resistance to 
the greying of teak (oxidation). Helps repel salt water, dirt, mildew & 

other environmental elements from teak and other wood surfaces. Can 
be applied on top of already oiled or existing teak treatments to further 

preserve the wood.

855374007120 2.5 Lbs

LAT-MP1 MP1 $124.95 $99.96 1 Gallon LAT 26° Metal Polish - 1 Gallon

Lat 26˚ Metal Polish is a liquid rouge that quickly removes oxidation, rust 
and scratches and restores a brilliant shine to dull stainless steel, 

aluminum, brass and chrome. For best results use in combination with a 
Lat 26˚ Hand Felt Pad. This ammonia-free formula polishes on and off 
with little effort. To preserve finish after polishing apply Lat 26˚Carbon 

Guard to metal.

855374007298 10 Lbs

LAT-MP16 MP16 $22.95 $18.36 16 Ounces LAT 26° Metal Polish - 16 Oz

Lat 26˚ Metal Polish is a liquid rouge that quickly removes oxidation, rust 
and scratches and restores a brilliant shine to dull stainless steel, 

aluminum, brass and chrome. For best results use in combination with a 
Lat 26˚ Hand Felt Pad. This ammonia-free formula polishes on and off 
with little effort. To preserve finish after polishing apply Lat 26˚Carbon 

Guard to metal.

855374007137 1.5 Lbs

LAT-
APPL3X5MultiPk APPL3X5MultiPk $17.50 $14.00 3” x 5” LAT 26° 3” x 5” Applicator Sponge - 4 pack

The easiest microfiber pad to use for applying Lat 26° coatings. The 
large surface allows for faster application and the microfiber materials 

provides an even coating.
855374007281 1 Lbs
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LAT-MCS MCS $24.95 $19.96 4” x 6” LAT 26° 4” x 6” Clay Sponge
Clay Sponge Removes paint overspray and other contaminates 

Rubberized clay doesn’t pick up dirt that could scratch Long Lasting 
Foam backing for easy handling and flotation

855374007151 0.5 Lbs

LAT-H-PWAP H-PWAP $12.95 $10.36 4” x 6” LAT 26° 4” x 6” Hand Polishing/Applicator 
Pad

Great for painted or gelcoat surfaces Get into hard to reach areas Use 
with medium to fine polishes or cleaner/waxes Machine Washable CCS 
technology keeps polishes and waxes on the surface of the pad instead 

of absorbing into the foam
855374007199 0.5 Lbs

LAT-FD6 FD6 $39.95 $31.96 6” LAT 26° 6” Felt Disc
Lat 26˚ Felt Disc is great for working on large areas. Hook and loop 
backing for secure fit. The foam core allows the pad to conform to 

contours in the surface providing a better finish.
855374007083 0.5 Lbs

LAT-BP6PO BP6PO $32.95 $26.36 6” with 5/8” 
Thread LAT 26° 6” Backing Plate - 5/8” Thread 6” Backing Plate - 5/8” Thread 855374007304 0.5 Lbs

LAT-BP BP $32.95 $26.36 6” with 5/16” 
Thread LAT 26° 6” Backing Plate - 5/16” Thread 6” Backing Plate - 5/16” Thread 855374007250 0.5 Lbs

LAT-PP6 PP6 $19.95 $15.96 6” LAT 26° 6” Orange Polishing Pad w/ CCS 
Tech

CCS Technology helps keep polish on surface of pad longer. Removes 
Medium Swirls & is great for Painted or Gelcoat surfaces. Use with 

medium to fine polishes or cleaner/waxes. Machine Washable
855374007267 0.5 Lbs

LAT-FNP8-DS-CCS FNP8-DS-CCS $39.95 $31.96 8” LAT 26° 8” Black Finessing Pad w/ CCS - 
Double Sided

CCS technology™ helps keep polish on surface of pad. Eliminates fine 
swirl marks. Great for painted or gelcoat surfaces. Machine Washable. 

Use with fine polishes.
855374007175 0.5 Lbs

LAT-FP8-DS-CCS FP8-DS-CCS $39.95 $31.96 8” LAT 26° 8” Red Finishing Pad w/ CCS - 
Double Sided

CCS Technology helps keep polish on surface of pad Removes Swirl 
Marks Great for painted or gelcoat surfaces Machine Washable Use 

with fine polishes
855374007182 0.5 Lbs

LAT-SP6 SP6 $19.95 $15.96 6” LAT 26° Black Sealing Pad w/ CCS
Now with CCS Technology allowing more polish to stay on surface of 
the pad when polishing. Perfect for applying waxes and sealants Use 

with fine polish for an incredible "show" finish Great for painted or 
gelcoat surfaces Machine Washable

855374007144 0.25 Lbs

LAT-SRP6-CCS SRP6-CCS $19.95 $15.96 6” LAT 26° Red Swirl Remover Pad w/ CCS
Now with CCS Technology allowing more pollish to stay on surface of 
the pad when polishing. Perfect for applying waxes and sealants Use 

with fine polish for an incredible "show" finish Great for painted or 
gelcoat surfaces. Machine Washable

855374007168 0.25 Lbs
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LAT-HFP6 HFP6 $23.95 $19.16 4” x 6” LAT 26° Hand Felt Pad
The Lat 26˚ Hand Felt Pad is manufactured with an easy to hold size, 

reusability and long lasting material making this pad perfect for a variety 
of tasks.

855374007076 0.5 Lbs

LAT-WEH-2 WEH-2 $11.95 $9.61 2.5” x 5.5” Wipeout 
Eraser Wipeout Eraser w/ Handle - 2 pack

XL Commercial Strength Cleaning Eraser, Shred resistant layer, longer 
lasting, scrubby backbone & is the first eraser to utilize a handle to 

improve durability
728461216388 0.75 Lbs

LAT-HDRP2 HDRP2 $8.95 $7.41 2.5” x 5.5” Wipeout 
Eraser Wipeout Eraser Refills - 2 pack Refill Wipeout Erasers for the Wipeout HD with Handle 728461216388 0.5 Lbs

LAT-CP9DS CP9DS $39.95 $31.96 9 Inches LAT 26° Compounding Pad - 9”
Use with compounds and polishes. Great for cutting through Oxidation. 
Edged Stitching prevents hurting paint. Long lasting fibers & all nature 

wool!
855374007007 0.70 Lbs

LAT-FPP9DS FPP9DS $39.95 $31.96 9 Inches LAT 26° Fine Polish Pad - 9” Use with fine polishes. Eliminates compound swirl marks. Edged 
stitching prevents hurting paint. Long Lasting synthetic fibers. 855374007014 0.70 Lbs

LAT-PA PA $8.95 $7.16 5/8 Inch LAT 26° Pad Adapter - 5/8” A needed accessory for any polisher using double sided pads. This 
adapter will fit 5/8in. threads and the metric equivalent as well. 855374007021 0.02 Lbs

CFS12 CFS12 $425.00 $375.00 12 Foot LAT 26° Carbon Washdown Pole - 12’

The strongest, most lightweight pole on the market today. Made of high 
quality carbon fiber this telescoping poles reaches out to 12 feet. 

Perfect for larger yachts looking to reach that mooring line from the bow 
or washing the high sides of the vessel. The universal adapter allows for 

the majority of brush heads and accessories to attach easily. 

N/A 1.50 Lbs
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